Scott Wilson Is the ead designer for the Sp nnaker Tower (featured on the front cover and above) at Porl, mouth on the south coast of the UK.

Welcome
Welcome to the first edition of Exchange, the
new Scott Wilson global magazine. Our objective
is to demonstrate the strength of Scott Wilson by
highlighting the breadth and diversity of activities
of our company throughout the world, and by
keeping you up to date with key developments
affecting our business.
Each edition will feature an Update from Geoff
French and a two-page focus on one of our
Business Divisions. Key Projects will be
highlighted along with our activities in individual
markets and countries. We will focus on the
people who make up Scott Wilson:
A Day in the Life and Outspoken provide the
platform for individuals within the company to
share their views with us all. People First
focuses on individuals who make Scott Wilson
successful and highlights personal achievements
and activities from across the company. Inside
Scott Wilson puts the spotlight on the functional
areas that support our business, and
Community Focus explains some of the

activities that are helping Scott Wilson become
preferred by our local communities. Finally,
Letters to the Editor aims to publish a selection
of questions and answers on topical matters.
We would encourage all of you to become
involved and tell us what you feel is of interest
by contacting and contributing items to our
network of correspondents.
For this first edition, a special project team has
created and edited Exchange. It is our aim over
the next few weeks to formalise an ongoing
editorial team and a network of worldwide
correspondents to represent all our geographies
across the world. Our marketing and project
team will obviously form a key part of this
network, but if anyone is particularly interested
in taking a more active role in co-ordinating and
generating items, let us know.
To get involved, or if you have any suggestions/
ideas, email the editorial team at

exchange@scottwilson.com

Chairman's Update

Update from Geoff French
I am delighted to add my support and
endorsement to this new global magazine and
as a regular feature you will now find my Group
Chairman 's Update here. This publication is an
important element in our new Communication
Strategy - designed to reflect the new unified
structure of our company and the true
globalisation of Scott Wilson's business. This is
the first of several changes designed to make
communications more appropriate to our needs
in a modern international environment.

with Alfred McAlpine and the A4 7 Blafield to
North Burlingham with Nuttall. In addition, the
MB/NB Culahill to Cashel Phase 2 has started
after a long delay and we have been awarded
a major extension of the Ghana Feeder
Roads project.

Our Group Finance Director, Stephen Kimmell,
reports on the Financial Results for 2003/2004.
The turnover was ahead of both budget and last
year; the PBIT (Profit before Interest and Tax) was
significantly ahead of last year although a little
below the budget set at the beginning of the year.
Next year's Business Plan, an integral milestone
in our Group Strategic Plan, continues our
ambitious growth trend, with a further increase
in our turnover of 7.5% overall and a 45%
increase in PBIT.
As the turnover figures for last year indicate,
we are winning new work at the required rate;
the challenge now is to achieve the planned
profitability on that work.
Major new highways jobs in the UK have been
won in conjunction with three different
contractors. The largest is the A46 NewarkWidmerpool with Balfour Beatty followed by
the A63 Melton Grade Separated Interchange

Other major extensions of existing projects
include the West Coast Rail Route upgrade,
Hastings Station Plaza, Landslide Investigation
Work in Hong Kong and the term commission
for Derbyshire County Council on Highways
and Transportation. New work includes the
Bujagali Tender Design in Uganda, the Suez
Bunker Berth in Egypt and water projects
in Iraq.
Peter Illes and his team w ithin our International
Division did very well to win work in Iraq against
major international competition; at present this
work is on hold due to the obvious security
concerns in this region . The safety and security
of our employees is an important issue for us
and we are taking steps to improve our
approach to assessing and managing the risk
our employees may face in these high-risk areas.

expertise remain within the Group.
Our Internet Service Providers continue to
intercept an incredible number of viruses. In
March and April over 100,000 viruses were
blocked. These viruses continue to pose a real
threat to the business. Please read the advice
from our Computing Department in 'Inside Scott
Wilson' as we want to ensure our systems are
protected from these types of threats.
Finally, I would like to welcome Andreas
Charalambous and his colleagues at
Hydrogeological Services International (HSI) to
Scott W ilson. HSI is a specialist company that
has recently been acquired and is currently being
integrated into our International Division . Their
skills significantly enhance our capability in water
resources evaluation, groundwater development
and the hydro-environment.

Our staff numbers have now reached 3,500.
Having made a significant contribution to our
Hong Kong business, two of our leading
technical contributors, Bob Hunt and George
Tedbury, have now transferred from Hong Kong
to be based in Basingstoke and Glasgow
respectively so that their capabilities and

Stephen Kimmett, Group Finance Director (pictured below) commented: "The Group had another record turnover year, rising 11 % to £156m. This was
despite the difficult trading conditions encountered in Hong Kong and Africa. Profit before interest and tax (PBIT) also grew, 32 % to £5.2m, a record high.
This equates to 3.4% (2003:2.B%) of turnover."
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The roads to success Consulting
means
business

W1nn1ng projects, reducing congestion and improving safety - all in a day's work for
the Highways Division.
Scott Wilson 's Highways Division in Chesterfield
has recently won three big roads contracts - with
three different major contractors.
Paul Bracegirdle, Project Director for the three
projects is delighted to have won th e £171m
A46 project: "Balfour Beatty and Scott Wilson
won this tender based upon a 100% quality
submission" . He is equally jubilant on the A47
contract with Nuttall: ' It demonstrates how both
ourselves and Nuttall can also combine our
values and expertise to win a 100% quality
tender. These ECI projects provide us with a
secured workload for five years."

more and more of these projects. The 29km
of the A46 passes close to a number of sites
including the remains of Roman settlements
at Ad Pontum and Margidunum as well as
Moothouse Pit and the Stoke Field Battlefield site.'

policy, initiating programmes and projects and
improving performance within public and private
sector organisations. Our Transaction Support,
Finance and Commercial teams have made us
one of the leading firms involved in privately
financed schemes. Recent work has included
advising funders for the Tube Lines consortia,

The A63 grade separated junction, with Alfred
McAlpine, is especially notable as the only
signal controlled junction on the M62/A63 route
between Liverpool and Hull. ' The project will
transform the existing junction, which is a severe
bottleneck,' says Andy Wilson, Project Manager.

the UK's largest project finance undertaking and
the lnfraspeed consortium for the Dutch High
Speed Line HSL Zuid, one of Europe's most
significant rail schemes. In Turkey, we have advised
the lenders for a new tourist airport terminal
and in Hungary we are acting as environmental
advisers to the lenders for the M5 Motorway

Scott Wilson has been given a chance to flex
its multidisciplinary muscles with the A46 project.
Because the road follows the Roman Fosse
Way Scott W ilson's Archaeology Division is
assessing the site. Andrea Burgess from the
Leeds office said, ' We are getting involved in

Phase II. Greece has linked tunnelling and rail
expertise where we act as Traffic Adviser to the
lenders on the Thessaloniki submerged tube tunnel.'
Fellow Director, Mark Smith outlines equal

A 5-star project in the
Caribbean
Find out how we are helping develop a five-star complex 1n St Lucia.
Nice work, 1f you can get 1t.
Prime Minister Dr Kenny Anthony was the guest
of honour when Doubloon International, the
developers of the five-star Discovery complex at
Marigot Bay, staged its official groundbreaking
ceremony. Scott Wilson, as a key player in the
project, assisted at this exciting event.
Freddie Brown and Tim Morrison have followed
this project closely over the last few months and
now it is beginning to take shape. Discovery at
Marigot Bay, St Lucia is one of Scott Wilson's
more exotic projects. Working in conjunction with
the London-based architects DCM, this is a fully
designed project for a five-star resort, complete
with apartments, private moorings, health clubs
and spas, swimming pools, restaurants and bars.
Freddie said, ' In keeping with this delicate
Caribbean environment, we have carefully
selected eco-friendly engineering systems, whilst
meeting the exceptional standards expected by
the clientele. The latest techniques in rainwater
and grey water recycling have been applied
together with solar water heating.
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Steve Brundle, head of Scott W ilson Business
Consultancy (SWBC), said last week, ' The
Business Consultancy unit focuses on developing

The concepts are sympathetic with the natural
environment, using natural local materials from
sustainable sources to create simple but
contemporary interior design. • Tim commented
after the ceremony, ' Being a secluded location
necessitated extensive reinforcement of the local
infrastructure. We are also exploring measures
to mitigate the impact of the development on
the local area.'

success for Programme Management and
Economic Development. ' With a detailed
understanding of regeneration and other capital
projects, increasingly public sector clients facing
underspend challenges consult us. Last year,
SWBC was appointed by the Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister to review European
Structural Fund Units within Government Offices
for the Regions. Currently we are advising
English Partnerships on their programme
planning for a regeneration programme, assisting
Thurrock Urban Development Corporation in
defining and establishing its planning functions ,
and working alongside Harrow Council staff to
set up a Capital Programme Management Office."
Scott Wilson's commitment to sustainable
development means the positive impact of our
work on communities is paramount. Andy McNab,
leading SWBC 's Sustainable Development team,
says, "It is vital that people are seen as partners
in the development process. We seek to maximise
the social, economic and environmental benefits
of new development. '
' In Albania we assisted World Bank to develop
a Resettlement Action Plan providing details on
the scope of resettlement alternatives of a new
road . Further afield , work for a small gold mining
company operating several open surface mines
in the Western Region of Ghana, involved
reviewing existing ways the company interacts
with local communities to facilitate more effective
community and inter-departmental communication.'

Inside Scott Wilson

Is your computer
sleeping around?

In the news
Highlights of articles that
have appeared in the press.

Viruses are a real and present danger to our worldwide network. Please don't go
getting into bed with other networks; it's better to be safe than sorry. Article by
Stephen Leach, Computing Services Manager.

Chital Patel was featured in New Civil
Engineer's 'Working Lives', 3rd June
2004, talking about her experiences
as an engineer.

Since January 2004 there has been a dramatic

' I developed a specific interest in water-orientated
projects while studying at university in Cape
Town ,' says the 25-year-old Zimbabwean.

increase in the number of new viruses that have
been found 'in the wild'. Our software detection
systems are effective at blocking e-mail viruses

' It was great to be able to put these skills to good
use back home when I joined Scott Wilson's
Harare office in 2002. Suddenly I was making
a difference to the place where I grew up.'

before they infect our system, but many new
viruses move directly between networked
machines.
How do you know if you have a virus?

Having made her mark at home, Chital decided
she wanted to look beyond Zimbabwe for new
challenges. ' The opportunity arose to work in
the UK. I jumped at the chance - it is always
exciting to travel and I want to see how things are
done in different parts of the world .'

Detection can be difficult and symptoms
range from machines locking up, corruption
of programs, continual rebooting of systems,
flashing messages and even widespread
system crashes.
How can you reduce the chance of spreading
viruses? Only download material from the
Internet from reliable or known sources, avoid
using web mail services like Yahoo or Hotmail,

it, and subsequently our systems, to network
transmitted diseases.

don't install games (as viruses are often

Help Scott Wilson stay safe. If you detect any

embedded in them) and finally, if you own a

symptoms or are aware you may have been

laptop, don't let it sleep around. By connecting

'exposed', contact your Computing Support

laptops to other networks you could be exposing

representative at the first opportunity.

The information excnange
David Walters outlines our new communications strategy aimed at creating a dialogue across the
company and enabling us to share best practice and expertise across the world.

Exchange Quarterly
Divisional Update
Monthly

Team Briefing
Monthly

Weekly eZine - email bulletin

An article in Bridge Design and Engineering,
May 2004, featured our work on a bridge
over the River Tyne.
A new bridge in Scotland that was officially
opened last month (April) has been designed to
complement the surrounding countryside and
educe its impact on an officially designed Area
of Great Landscape Value.
The bridge forms part of the 13. 7km-long
Haddington to Dunbar Expressway, which was
designed and built by consultant Scott Wilson and
contractor Balfour Beatty for the Scottish Executive.

Scott Wilson Intranet
Email alerts on changes/updates
This magazine is the first of many changes you

will be managed and distributed to our three

will see as a result of the review and updating

main geographies (UK & International,

of our internal communications strategy. A

China/Hong Kong, Africa), eventually replacing

consistent, joined-up framework is being

the present publications of ScottLight and

implemented to ensure employees have the

News SWAP.

information needed, delivered effectively and

Wrthin the Divisions, information will continue

efficiently. A major revamp of the intranet (led

to be cascaded through regular team briefings/

by our marketing team) underpins these

meetings reinforced by regular email updates.

activities. A weekly/monthly eZine bulletin

The effectiveness of our strategy will be monitored
through ongoing regional employee surveys.

board of events, activities and business updates

An article from New Civil Engineer, 17th
June 2004, featured our work on a giant
cube shaped cavem to be constructed
at Mount Tindaya in the Canary Islands all in the name of art.
A giant cavern "Sculpture" that is to be hewn
from a mountain in the Canary Islands will push
rock engineering to its limits.
Tony Miller, Scott Wilson's Technical Director for
tunnels and dams, says: "Numerical modelling to
date shows stresses resulting from the excavation
are manageable and that the unusual shape can
be made to work under a range of assumed rock
and joint conditions. n
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Spotlight

Contributing to growth in China
Spotlighting our work 1n China and Hong Kong. Article by Simon Davies, Divisional Chairman, Ch1na/HongKong.
Scott Wilson 's operations in China

I

Hong

last six months, unemployment has declined and

the expanding project workload and business

Kong are headed up by Simon Davies who is

real economic growth this year is predicted by

opportunities here. Scott Wilson manages a

based in Hong Kong where we have had an

Henry Tang, Hong Kong 's Financial Secretary,

Class A joint-venture design institute in Nanjing,

office since 1g52 and now have about 400 staff.

to

Over the years Scott Wilson has been involved
in an exciting array of infrastructure, building
and environmental projects. Recently business
has been difficult in Hong Kong but recovery
seems to be on the way.

be six per cent. •

Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao said on a recent visit
to London, ' In China, business is booming and UK
welcomes British entrepreneurs to take part in the
revitalization of China's old industrial bases so as to
open up new areas of Sino-British economic

report in May outlined the prospects for the region.

cooperation. The British business community can

has been postponed, but economic recovery is
underway. Spurred on by a sizzling nine per cent

I

Chinese cooperation has never been better. " China

Michael Knipe of The Times in his Hong Kong

'The introduction of full democracy in Hong Kong

has another joint venture in Tianjin and has, in
addition, permanent offices in Beijing and Shanghai

help in the reform and transformation of old industrial
bases in Northeast China and other regions through
creating joint ventures and corporations in the region.'

and a rapidly-growing Shenzhen office for the
company's activities in the Pearl River Delta.
With staff of over 400, we have carried out
hundreds of assignments in China over the last 20
years, principally in transportation, urban planning
and landscape architecture, institutional training,
technology transfer, project development,
facilitation, and project management of industrial
and commercial facilities.'

economic growth rate on the Chinese mainland,

Peter Chan, who is responsible for our operations

The China I Hong Kong Division has a wide range

the former British colony is showing the first shoots

in China, is positive about our fortunes in the region.

of very interesting work which makes good use of

of recovery after seven years of economic famine.

' Since the mid-1 gaos Scott Wilson has been active

the skills based locally and from other

Exports and property prices have increased in the

in China. Our business in China has grown to meet

Group by bringing in experts as and when required.

parts of the

Highlights from Hong Kong
Major construction projects currently being supervised by Scott Wilson in Hong Kong include: the second stage reclamation for the Disneyland Theme Park;
a large site formation at Jordan Valley; Container Terminal g; the widening of Yuen Long Highway; the new International Exhibition Centre at Hong Kong's
International Airport and also a number of 'landslip preventative measures" (LPM) programmes.

CT9 nearing completion
Phased operations have now commenced at

Engineering Company Joint Venture, is proceeding

Container Terminal g (CTg), Hong Kong's newest

well with construction work on the quay decks

and largest container terminal. The last of the six

and terminal areas, with the emphasis now

new berths is planned to be completed and

beginning to move to completing adjacent back-up

handed over by the end of this year. The first

areas and re-provisioning other users. Terminal

350m long berth was commissioned by operator,

buildings for Modern Terminals are also advancing

Yuen Long
Highway

HIT, in July 2003 followed by the second and
third berths by Modern Terminals in December
2003 and April 2004. The completion of the third
and fourth berths also triggered complex berth

This highway is the principal expressway

swap arrangements between operators at the

connecting Tuen Mun and Yuen Long and forms

existing two-berth CTB, where Scott Wilson [in

part of the New Territories Circular Road. Further
urban developments in Tin Shui Wai and Yuen

joint venture] was again the engineer.

Long are planned for the area and existing roads
The last few months have been an exciting time

are expected to reach capacity in the next few

at CTg with the new super post-Panamax quay

years. To alleviate the problem it has been

cranes from Korea and Mainland China being

proposed to widen Yuen Long Highway to a

transported fully assembled on dock vessels.

dual 3-lane standard with a continuous full width

The main contractor, Hyundai and China Civil

hard shoulder.

Jordan Valley development
Wilhin Hong Kong, certain areas have been designated

development and the associated local impact of

for strategic growth. Project Manager Geoff Phillips is

these sites to full design and subsequent conslruction

working with the site supervisory team under Eric

supervision of the project. We've also carried out traffic

McLeod on a large site formation at Jordan Valley. 'The

forecasls up to the year 2016. Innovative and sustainable

site covers an area of 19 hectares and has certainly given

conslruction techniques have been employed, for

us something to get our teeth into. We have provided

example using a 3 km conveyor belt for transporting

studies ranging from the potential for housing

excavated materials rather than using trucks. •

Spotlight
Penny's Bay
reclamation
In 1989, a government study recommended
the development of a port peninsula extending
south-east from Penny's Bay on Lantau Island

water recreation centre and hotel accommodation.

the theme park, hotel accommodation and other

to accommodate more port facilities and related

Scott Wilson undertook the detailed design and
site supervision for the theme park reclamation.

infrastructure development. Stage two reclamation will

back-up facilities . In early November 1999, the
government announced a change of land-use

form the land for the future extension to the theme park.

Stage one reclamation commenced in May 2000

Its construction commenced in April 2003 and, under

for Penny's Bay reclamation to accommodate

and was completed on time in December 2002 and

the watchful eye of Ian Jones and his supervisory

development of Hong Kong 's new theme park,

has provided land for roads, a water recreation centre,

team, will be ready in 2009.

Highlights from China
Developments
in Jiangsu

communication capabilities of Jiangsu's

now considered in the design of bridges to

expressway network, support the economic

make them merge more naturally with the local
surroundings.

integration of big cities in the Yangtze River Delta,
promote the construction of bridges over the

In China, Jiangsu Scott Wilson (JSW) now has

Yangtze River, and push economic development
down the river. According to the new plans,

over 250 staff and provides a wide range of

Jiangsu Province will have 5300km of

consultancy services including transportation

expressway network in 20 years. The final report

planning, road and bridge design, landscape

was submitted in April 2004 and has been

design and expressway site supervision. In 2003,

favourably received. 'Since 2002 JSW has been

JSW undertook about 100 projects, with 59 of

undertaking bridge design projects. Some of the

them having already been completed .

main projects include Wuxi-Shanghai Canal
Bridge, Xiii Cao River Bridge, Suzhou New

' Transportation planning is JSW' s oldest and
most successful discipline,' says Peter Chan.

Century Road Bridge, Ning-Gao Expressway
Gas Station Pedestrian Bridge, Suzhou West

' In October 2002, JSW and its local partner,

Baodai Road Bridge as well as tendering for

JPTPDI, were entrusted by Jiangsu Provincial

Tianjin Haihe Baoding Bridge. The main spans of

Communications Department to undertake the

these bridges range from 60m to 150m. Differing

new plans for the expressway network of Jiangsu

from previous bridge designs which focused on

Province. These plans will enhance the

basic functions, more landscape elements are

The changing
landscape

Site supervision of expressway construction,
another comparatively new discipline for JSW,
has quickly grown since its introduction.
The largest site supervision project ever
undertaken by JSW is Hanan Lan-Wei
Expressway. This encompasses 61 km of
expressway with 8 large bridges, 19 mediumsize bridges, 3 interchanges, 38 intersections
and 86 culverts. The project began in October
2003 and will be completed in October 2005.
Other large site supervision projects include
Ning-Huai Expressway (22km), Su-Huai
Expressway (30km) and Shang-Bo Expressway
{20km). All these site supervision projects
are contributing to a rapid increase in the
number of site staff which now stands at
around 100.

office provides a base for CAD, graphics and
3D support for China and Hong Kong.
Since 2000, the landscape and planning group
has successfully completed several major
landscape projects for expressways and

One of the fastest growing areas in Scott

major bridge crossings, including Ning Hang

Wilson's China business is the landscape and
planning group, which now comprises 40 to 50

Expressway (Nanjing), Nan Ping Expressway
(Shenzhen), RunYang Bridge, Sutong Bridge and

staff and a healthy blend of international and

Zhou Shan Bridge crossing . Recently, the group

local landscape and planning professionals in

is developing markets in urban environments,

Shanghai, Nanjing and Tianjin. The Shenzhen

particularly in the rapidly developing markets
in Tianjin, where we are responsible for the
landscape design strategy for the Tianjin
Expressway Masterplan, and landscape
design for key stretches of the Hai He River
in downtown Tianjin, as well as several key
urban landscape features in Nanjing.
The landscape and planning group is
also venturing into tourism assessments,
masterplanning and urban design, particularly
for projects having significant environmental
or sustainability issues. Projects of note include
Xiang Shan Peninsula in Ningbo, the Yellow River
basin north of Jinan City, the Dong Li Lake project in

Ning Hang Expressway

Tianjin, and the Dholiyahdoo Resort in the Maldives!

Zhou Shan Bridge Crossing
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Rail Geotechnics on track
No challenge too tough for the Geotechnics team. From Bob Hunt - New Division.
Geotechnics in Scott Wilson has an established
reputation for taking on tough challenges.
Recently we worked on the bridge carrying
Bishops Bridge Road over Paddington Station to
improve station access. Chris Ford and his team
joined forces with Swindon and helped Hochtief
win the tender and have been immersed in
developing innovative foundation solutions to
cater for a very congested site with limited
access. The temporary works required to
dismantle the Parker truss spanning parts of
Paddington Station, include 4.3m diameter
hand-dug caissons. Together with Hochtief,
we formulated a construction sequence that
enabled the caissons to be incorporated into
the permanent works. The north abutment of the
new bridge lies directly above the Bakerloo Line
and, in order to spread the abutment loads, the
abutment will be formed from reinforced earth.
Complex analyses were necessary to model
the effects of the new load regime on the
underground tunnels. At the south abutment,
there is a proposal to construct a new Crossrail
tunnel. Our design had to cater for this and more

analyses were necessary to model the interaction
of the two.

To the rescue
Meanwhile, as a diversion from their ongoing
earthwork asset management programme in
the North West Region, Matthew Raybould
and his team have been dealing with a ' bit
of an emergency' in the Conwy Valley. At the
beginning of February, when heavy rainfall
caused the river to overtop defences north
and south of the town of Llanrwst, flood water
washed away parts of the railway embankment
between Llandudno Junction and Blaenau
Ffestiniog, leaving the line suspended in thin
air in places and causing minor damage all
along the 45km route.
As Edmund Nuttall's designer on the North West
Structures Alliance agreement, we mobilised
almost immediately to assess the scale of the
damage and begin to formulate remedial
measures. Following walkover and helicopter
surveys, we embarked on a ground investigation,

putting down 20 window sample boreholes and
six cable percussion boreholes between 1Om
and 15m. These revealed between 2m and 4m of
soft to firm alluvial clay beneath the
embankments, overlying river gravels and sands.
The latter showed some evidence of sub-artesian
water, with blowing sand encountered. The
embankments comprised poor quality, initially
cemented platy river gravels with a reworked
alluvial 'spongy' clay core.
Network Rail's Earthworks Asset Steward, Gerry
Manley, commented that he was convinced that
the rapid development of the very close working
and efficient team of consultants and contractors
ensured the scheme's success. ' This is another
example of 'engineering excellence' by the North
West Structures Alliance', he said.
Subsequently, we were most pleased to receive
the following written commendation:
' In terms of both delivery and commitment, the
Scott Wilson team have performed well and both
myself and the construction team are grateful for
the assistance and support. •
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Here s to a new era in Poland
A profile of the Polish market and how the move into the EU has changed the rules of the game.
The people are charming, the countryside is
beautiful, the culture is broad and encompassing
and the economy is picking up. ' Growth surged
ahead by six percent in the first quarter,"
commented Jerzy Hausner, the Polish Minister of
Economy, Labour and Social Policy, said recently.
Now as a member of the European Union,
Poland is looking forward with enthusiasm to the
future. This, however, is not a simple transition
and Scott Wilson, in company with many
working in the EU accession countries, is
finding the evolution a challenge to manage.
Pre-accession countries had certain rules,
regulations and directives set by the EU to
which they had to adhere in order to be eligible
for funding . Now, after accession, all these
rules have changed and bureaucracy
complicates even further the bidding process.

Geoff French gave speeches stressing the
commitment of Scott Wilson to Poland.

We need to grow quickly. There is a lot of work
to be done.'

John Nutt recounted the company 's history
of work there starting in the 1970s when he
worked on the first design and build projects Gydnia and Gdansk Orbis Hotels. Following
on came assistance to the Roads Directorate
with seminars and training for design of
motorways subject to mining subsidence
(where we called on our experience in the
Midlands in the UK) and we were awarded a

Work is in fact booming, so much so that there is
a shortage of engineering staff. 50 people
throughout Poland are working on a variety of
projects spanning several market sectors.
Tomasz himself is involved with the environmental
projects for water and wastewater management.
These cover all the municipalities in Poland and
range from upstream feasibility, procurement and
financial assistance to full supervision of projects.

major highway technical assistance project
by the World Bank. Eleven years on we are
still working on this project with the same
local team leader, Ryszard Kurek, and it was
particularly appropriate that Eddie Foster,
who was involved at the beginning, was
able to be present at the reception to meet
Polish colleagues.

Martin Edge, responsible for business
development in Central and Eastern Europe, was
also present at the opening of the Polish office.
•we are using the office in Poland as a stepping
stone for Slovakia and the adjacent Baltic states.
We already have a fair amount of work here and
this is definitely growing. '

Scott Wilson, with a dedicated team in Poland,
launched its new permanent office on Thursday,
June 3rd with a reception in Warsaw held in the
gardens of the former Zamoyski palace, dating
from the late 1800s, now home to the Society
of Polish Architects. With a jazz band playing in
the background, many Polish clients and Scott
Wilson employees and International Directors

The office will be headed up by Simon with
Tomasz Krawczyk and Pawel Zejer and many
other local Polish engineers. The value of
native speakers must not be underestimated,
as Tomasz said, ' We drink vodka together and
we do good business! Our clients actually
consider us as a Polish company and it is

attended the reception. Simon Hindsaw and

excellent that we are now fully established here.
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Outspoken

•

•

r1v1n
on
e roa
Jerome Munro-Lafon - Director - Transportation and Infrastructure
Chairman - International Road Federation

Road fatalities are the second leading cause
of death among young people aged 5 to 29
throughout the world and the third leading cause
of death among people aged 30 to 44 years.
Plans to address this epidemic will take time
to put in place. Kofi Annan, United Nations
Secretary-General, supports the theme of 'Road
Safety' for this year's World Health Day. He said
that it is important to recognise that "road safety
does not happen by chance. Achieving and
sustaining safety on the roads requires deliberate
action from many sectors of society." So what
are the policy implications for the UK?
Almost all passenger deaths in transport
accidents in Great Britain occur on the roads. In
2002 there were a total of 3431 deaths of road
users. Despite this number of deaths being very
large and similar in scale to 9/11, the UK has a
good record for road safety compared with most
other EU countries. In 2001 it had the lowest
road deaths in the EU, at 6.1 per 100,000.
However, the distance travelled by car is
continuing to rise (although the average increase
is now only about 1.0% per year). Total
passenger distance travelled increased by 52%
between 1980 and 2002. Travel by car or van
now accounts for 85% of distance travelled in
the UK.
Traffic between 2001 and 2002 on motorways
has grown from 90. 7 billion vehicle kilometres to
92.4, an increase of 1.87%. On other major and
minor roads the equivalent numbers are 301. 7
and 311. 7, an increase of 3.31 % . Although this
is only about double the percentage increase, it
is nearly six times the actual volume of traffic.

And this is a complete reversal of the trends of
10 years ago, when traffic growth on motorways
was much greater than on the rest of the
network. Congestion on the motorway network is
now effectively forcing traffic onto other roads.
Given the fact that motorways have a much
lower accident and casualty rate than other types
of roads, this transfer of traffic results in a
significantly higher number of accidents.
On motorways the fatal and serious accident
rate is 1.256 accidents per 100 million vehicle
kilometres compared with 8.55 on all other
roads. This is a staggering difference. If we
applied this difference in accident rate to the
growth of vehicle traffic then the numbers of
fatal and serious accidents per year would be
about 700 less. This is such a significant number
that serious consideration must be given to
reversing the trend of increasing traffic on roads
which were not designed for today's vehicles
or travel patterns.

are essential to protect local communities. At
the opposite end of the scale there are growing
pressures to protect the rural environment
from large volumes of through traffic travelling
at excessive speeds (more appropriate to
motorways), with the high risk of fatal collisions
on single carriageways.
If the balance between categories is not
appropriate for all the journeys of today and
tomorrow, then there will be increasing pressure
to misuse the network with the resulting reversal
of the long-term trend in reducing accidents and
deaths on our roads. We will lose our enviable
position of having the safest roads in Europe if not the world.
There is no quick fix. For the next 10-year
transport plan, major investment in motorways
in the UK is an essential component of a
sustainable and caring solution.
Sources: National Statistics Office and DfT

Although valuable work is being done by many
organisations around Europe to look at various
'quick' ways of making our roads safer, I have a
real concern that the pressures of congestion in
the UK will force traffic onto unsuitable roads
faster than measures can be introduced to
improve the overall accident rate. Journeys are
made up of a local area component at either end
and longer journeys have a more strategic
component in the middle. Society expects the
road user to behave differently at each stage of
the journey. The local component in urban areas
must recognise that pedestrians are particularly
vulnerable and 20 mph and traffic-calmed zones
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Community focus

Enter the Dragon
A team at Scott Wilson show that they are all heading in the same direction
and making a splash. From Emma Parsons, International Division.
Scott Wilson 's rowers are preparing for this

specifically used to help children around the

year's Bristol Dragon Boat Race in aid of the

world. Donations have been given to children's

Millennium Project, a staff initiative raising money
for children's charities. The race takes place on
Sunday 19th September and follows on from the

homes in Bulgaria, Moldova, Uganda, Mongolia,
Vietnam, Malawi and Nepal. There was also a
donation to Hampshire Fire and Rescue

Scott Wilson team 's success last year.

Service's New York Fire Fighters Appeal

The annual event, organised by The Rotary Club

following the events of September 11th 2001.

of Bristol, involves a rigorous rowing regime.
Team members have been picked who are fit and

Last year, two charities were chosen. Firstly,

can keep a rhythm! The team is training now on
the Basingstoke Canal. Last year's team raised

Bulgaria for raising and educating children
without parental care where money was used

The Millennium Project donations always look for

nearly £1,000 for the Millennium Project.

to provide shoes for the home's children.

focused; small, local run centres, orphanages or

The Millennium Project was created in 2000

Secondly, a donation was also made to the

homes; causes that are not supported by big

specifically to raise money for worthy causes in

Straseni Children 's Orphanage in Moldova

countries where Scott Wilson works and are

where the money provided two much-needed

international charities and recipients based in
countries in which Scott Wilson works.

'Zdravetz' - a home in the town of Ugarchin,

washing machines and prompted other local
organisations to donate their time and services.

the following criteria: charities that are child

Taking the
plunge

Offering ho~e to the
children of Chernobyl

Not many people

Chris Broome from Central Division
talks about how he is helping to give
children from Belarus a little bit of hope.

have the ability,
stamina or sheer
determination to
swim the channel.

Where were you on April 26th 1986? It's now

But one of our
number is preparing

from the world 's worst environmental disaster

to swim over

is, if anything, getting worse.

to France.

Last summer, we had our first group of children
over to stay from Belarus. It was a brilliant

For most of us the
journey across the
English Channel involves using either the Tunnel
or a ferry. For Trevor Wood, a Principal Engineer
with Scott Wilson Structures, Basingstoke
(currently based in the new SW office in

18 years since Chernobyl and the aftermath

experience and the children had a fantastic
time. They are the innocent victims of the direct
radiation fallout in Belarus to which some of

leukaemia with an 800% increase in thyroid

the 2.2 million people were subjected. During

diseases including cancer. Post-mortem

their stay here their health improved significantly.

Dublin), the journey will be somewhat different.

I was fortunate enough to visit Belarus at the

He will be attempting to cross the Channel in

end of April 2004 to visit children in the cancer

July by swimming.
This is an extreme challenge, confirmed by
the fact that twice as many people have climbed
Everest than have swum the English Channel.
The Channel with its currents, cold water and

hospitals and orphanages. I also managed to
visit the children that stayed with us last summer
and meet their families. The living conditions vary
considerably between families. Most have wells
for water and some didn 't have flushing toilets.

busy shipping lanes is considered the ultimate

Hundreds of towns and villages have been

swimming challenge, attempted by people from

completely abandoned and a 70km wide

all over the world.

'exclusion ' zone now exists, known by local
people as ' Death Valley" where the contamination

Trevor will be raising money for three charities -

level is so high that habitation is impossible.

Diabetes UK, The Children's Medical and
Research Foundation (Ireland) and National

The entire country has become a zone of

Asthma Campaign (UK), which is particularly

situation in the country is disastrous with the

close to his heart as he is asthmatic himself.

majority of the population on or below the

He would appreciate any help in raising as much
money as possible for these worthy charities.
Contact: trevor.wood@scottwilson.com
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international ecological disaster. The economic

poverty line.

examinations on children are revealing that their
organs resemble those of 70-year old people
rather than young children. Young couples are
tending to have fewer children because of the
risk of them being born with disabilities or
contracting cancer. The population gene pool
is being affected.
The UK charity, CCLL, was founded in 1991 by
Victor Mizzi following the break up of the USSR.
Around 3000 children a year come over to the UK
and stay with volunteer host families. Over 140
groups have been formed including the Bonsall
Group that I set up in the Derbyshire Dales.
Bonsall Group is providing hosts for 10 children
this summer. They will be different to our last
group I have no doubt, but we shall find the
experience just as rewarding as last year
I'm sure.

Now over 1.5 million children including babies

If you are interested in finding out more about

have a high risk of contracting cancer or

CCLL, contact: chris.broome@scottwilson.com

People first

A day in
the life ...
We talk to Clive Scholef1eld about the
Athens Metro Pro1ect in Greece, a
new way of working and running a
4-bedroom B&B.

As Greece gears up for the Olympics this
summer, Scott Wilson Railways is roughly half
way through work on the Athens Metro project.
We 're designing approximately 30km of
extensions, including plans for 25 new stations.
So what is a typical day for Project Manager
Clive Scholefield in the ancient city?
' The culture in Greece is quite different to the
UK, it's much less structured, " says Clive. "It's
hard to describe a typical day but I tend to get
up at 6.30am and I'm driving by 7.30am. It takes
about 35 minutes to reach the office but if I leave
at Sam the infamous traffic in Athens means it
can take an hour! "
Because C live often arrives an hour before the
rest of the office, he has time to catch up with
emails and tasks which become harder later on.
"The Greek business style is less formal. There
are lots of discussions - some quite heated - and
lots of interruptions. In some ways, I find it quite
refreshing, Greek people are very capable and
the quality of work is outstanding. '
Clive is keen to maintain a good relationship
with staff visiting from Swindon as well as local
employees, clients and contract partners. ' We
have rented a 4-bedroom house where the UK
visitors tend to stay. It not only saves on hotel
costs, but also helps maintain a great team spirit
- although there is greater pressure on me
because I change the sheets and make the teal
My colleague, Railway Systems Co-ordinator
Bruce Esdon, got a smaller house - but I think
he got a better deal! '

I

Letters to the Editor
Letters are invited from anyone across the company. The purpose of the letters page is to initiate
a dialogue on topical matters. The letters that are published will receive an appropriate response
published in the same issue. Letters may be edited for brevity, legality, accuracy and clarity.
To send your letter, email exchange@scottwilson.com
Whilst it will not be possible to publish all letters, we will endeavour to ensure that unpublished
correspondence is passed onto an appropriate respondent for an individual reply.
... As a member of the new London office at
Greencoat Place, we have all been impressed by
the general style and decor, which demonstrates
a clear corporate branding and you are instantly
aware you are in a Scott Wilson office. However,
it would be worth making the company name or
logo visible from outside the building. Is there
any intention to refurbish other Scott Wilson
offices in a similar style?
Phil Wells, Railways Division
... Our Corporate Design Guidelines have been
updated and will be available on the intranet.
Included in this is a Corporate Office and
Reception Interior Improvement Guideline
Manual. This contains various levels of
improvement that any office can conform to,
from a basic office reception layout, through
to a complete office revamp . All offices are
encouraged to work within these guidelines
when refurbishment occurs. Various offices have
adopted these guidelines and have refurbished to
these standards. It is our intention that all offices
will have at the very least reception areas that
conform to the guidelines and a Scott Wilson
logo board on display at the entrance.
With regard to the Scott Wilson logo being on
display from the outside of the buildings, this is
the case when we take the whole office block,
but can prove a little more difficult when there
are other companies sharing with us. At the
very least we try and get the name Scott
Wilson displayed .
Tim Blow, Group Marketing Manager
... Scott Wilson is working in an increasingly
wide range of countries where varying levels of
support and infrastructure are available to
employees. As a manager with responsibility for
delivering business in an ever expanding number
of countries, I am interested to know what efforts
the company is making to improve employee
mobility and make it easy for individuals to move
and work in different countries whether based in
the UK or elsewhere.
Lance van, Dyk International Division

The current contract ends in November but there
could be further tea making duties for Clive.
"We 've been advised verbally that there may be
extra work to take us into 2005, which would

We have undergone a real change in the profile
of our workforce over the past 10 years with one
third of Scott Wilson staff now employed outside
the UK. Our approach in the past has been one
of a UK Company working overseas ', but the
reality is that Scott Wilson is now operating as a
truly international and multi-national organisation ,

mean more time on a great project. "

with large numbers of local employees in China,

Hong Kong, and growing numbers in India,
Poland, Africa and Asia as well as the UK.
Our preferred employer strategy gives the
'ground rules ' for the development of local
employment practices and provides the basis
for the development of more appropriate policies
on international assignments, inter-company
transfers, relocation and induction that support
improved mobility across the company.
Consultation on these revised policies is
underway and will be launched across Scott
Wilson in the next few months.
Georgina Corbett, Group HR Director
... I know there have been various discussions
on transferring some work to lower cost centres
within Scott Wilson and here in the New Division
M&E team we have experience of this. What is
the current status of these initiatives and how
do we ensure we take advantage of them?
Freddie Brown, New Division
.. . The outsourcing initiative is alive and well!
Africa Outsourcing kicked off in 2002 with the
Channel Tunnel Rail Link reinforced concrete
detailing which involved the production of 288
reinforced concrete detailing drawings over 18
months. There were mixed feelings about the
success of this pilot project but one thing is
clear, the project itself and subsequent spin-off
work would not have been secured without the
facility to outsource to lower cost centres within
Scott Wilson . Africa can offer savings of up to
50% on UK costs.
After the "official launch" of Outsourcing at the
Level 5 Conference in June 2003, a fair degree
of interest has been shown and Africa has
completed over 10 projects for the Liverpool,
London, Manchester, Madrid, Maputo and
Melbourne offices.
We have gained a great deal of experience in the
outsourcing process since 2002 and with the
lessons learned have improved our efficiency
and effectiveness.
We are also looking at cross-sourcing with India,
Thailand and others with a view to making the
best use of our world wide resources. If you
require any further information, please feel free to
contact me in the Johannesburg office:
m.oshea@scottwilsonafrica.co.za

Mike O'Shea, Outsourcing Manager
Scott Wilson Africa
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Celebr?ting 60 years
of service

Richard Allen
remembered
Richard Allen, Graduate Engineer with Pavement

David still clearly remembers his arrival: ' My

Engineering in Nottingham, tragically died in a

short interview was with John Bradley, the

road traffic accident in April. His colleagues held
Richard in high esteem and his spirit will live on

Personnel Manager of what was then known
as Watermeyer, Legge, Piesold and Uhlmann

in the business's new offices. Being something

(WLPU). He said 'I understand you would like

of an artist, one of Richard 's drawings will be

to join our company, do you like sport and when

installed in the 'Richard Allen Meeting Room '

can you start?'. I replied 'Yes ', 'Yes ' and

as a permanent reminder of Richard's creativity

'Tomorrow '! Three days later I was employed

and imagination.

as an Office Junior.'
Civil Engineering has moved on with the rest
of the world in the last 30 years, something
They must have started very young to have docked up

that David reflects on: ' I am now the Graphic

60 years of service you might say, but it's really 30 x 2!

Designer for International Division, we have

Scott Wilson's Ashford office will soon be celebrating
30 years service by Engineer, Mike Heading and

laser printers, pocket computers, computer

Graphic Designer, David Jones. What is even more

every desk. '

drafting and a computer on just about

remarkable is that they both started on the same day -

Mike has noticed big changes in the nature

5th August 1974!

of his role and the industry as well: ' There
seems to be less engineering, more project

So why would someone want to spend 30 years with
the same firm? "I used to say that if the work became

management, more specialists. It's harder for

too repetitive or uninteresting then I would move on,'
says Mike. "But there has always been a friendly 'family'

younger Engineers to get a broad experience.

working relationship with my colleagues. When I started
there was engineering aplenty and overseas travel. '

still challenges and is there still a friendly

But if you ask 'Is it still interesting, are there
atmosphere? ' - then it's still 'Yes, yes and yes '!"

For crying out loud
Something to shout about 1n Scotland. From Graeme Reid, Scotland D1v1s1on .

Tune in to
BBC Radio

On Friday 4th June staff from Scott Wilson's

news and developments within the company in

Listen to John Tubman on the radio

Glasgow office packed the conference room for

a friendly and relaxed environment with a wide

the first 'Town Crier' event. The 'Town Crier' was

range of food and drinks laid on.

1n August.

a chance for all members of staff to hear current

A hushed silence fell over the conference room
when a booming ' hear ye, hear ye" got the event
underway. Glasgow's first town crier - Divisional
Chairman Jim McCafferty - welcomed everyone
before outlining the recent performance of the
Scottish Division as well as introducing new
members of staff, giving names to the new faces
which usually takes weeks if not months. Jim
highlighted recent awards and achievements
including our nomination in several categories of
the Saltaire Award; positive feedback from the
British Standards Institute following their recent
audit; and confirmation of ICE Chartered status
on 4 members of staff.
This event will run quarterly and is aimed at

Thursday 10th June to record a radio interview
with John Tubman on the Spinnaker Tower

increasing staff's awareness of the current issues

project in Portsmouth. Mr Hart Davis (pictured

within the company and also to help us fulfil our

right) and his producer Sarah Taylor (pictured
centre) and John (pictured left) then went on

commitment as a preferred employer and an
'Investor in People'. It is hoped that with

1?

BBC Radio and TV presenter Adam Hart Davis
visited Scott Wilson' s Basingstoke Office on

to Portsmouth where they also interviewed

continued involvement from all members of staff

Mowlem on their involvement in the project.

this will become a regular feature in the Scotland

The programme is due to be broadcast in the

Division's ever-growing social calendar.

9am to 9:30am slot on Radio 4 in August.

